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From: Bonnie Roe
To: Body-Worn Camera Feasibility Review Committee
Subject: Body-Worn Cameras article today
Date: Saturday, January 23, 2021 9:28:17 AM


Hi All,


In case you haven't seen it, I thought I would share this link. I do think there is a good point
about the time it would take the DA's office to review body cam footage before every charging
decision, due to the time and resources that would involve. But I think there could be some
middle ground between watching every time cameras are used and not watching them at all.
There should be some quantifiable middle ground, maybe for more significant charges, or a
certain classification, etc. 


https://madison.com/wsj/news/local/crime-and-courts/madison-committee-recommends-
police-body-cameras-with-extensive-caveats/article_071eabeb-96c5-5442-b25b-
783e5727a2ec.html


Enjoy the weekend! 


Bonnie
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From: Bonnie Roe
To: Body-Worn Camera Feasibility Review Committee
Subject: Great job to all
Date: Friday, January 22, 2021 8:09:28 PM


Committee, 


What an enjoyable meeting it was. You have all worked through so much and it's really fun to
be kind of on the outside, looking in, watching you overcome obstacles and work things out. I
enjoyed hearing all your well- thought out reasoning tonight and feel you all did a great job
explaining your thinking and your heart and weighing things out. I love the talk of healing and
building trust and I feel very hopeful for our City. 


Thank you for your work and for letting me be a fly on the wall much of the time. I'm
impressed with your level of work and commitment to each other. 


All the best, 
Bonnie 
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